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INNATELY UNSEEN: 
SEAN CHANDLER & MARY SERBE 
DECEMBER 3 - 31, 2021 



Featuring new work by 
Sean Chandler (Aaniiih) 
whose large canvases are 
infused with experiences 
from his childhood in 
eastern Montana, 
including his love of Major 
League Baseball, and the 
history of Native 
assimilation into white 
culture, as well as 
teachings from his father. 
He incorporates oil, 
acrylic, paint stick, 
charcoal, pencil, and more.


Mary Serbe’s new work 
explores landscapes that 
are intuited in spaces 
without light or depth. 
These small works form an 
interconnected space on 
the periphery of memory 
using acrylic and black 
thread.


Back & Front Cover Art: Sean Chandler, Untitled, mixed media, 2021
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Mary Serbe, details from several upcoming pieces, acrylic and thread, 2021
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Here we are. The fourth issue of The Grocery List. The adventure continues. What to share and who to 
highlight. Sometimes the path illuminates itself. I’ve heard Matt Taggart’s name around The Northwest for 
decades. Some of my closest Billings friends are deeply inspired by Matt’s collages, videos, and music. I 
invited Matt to Kirks’, and we chatted about his life, Noise Music, Fluxus, and Billings’ artist Frank Ferguson. 
While talking with Billings’ folks, I hear the same names, Grafix Studio, The Yellowstone Perk, Art Space, Pat’s 
Place, Peter Warren, Jon Lodge, Sally McIntosh, 1111… Forging your own path is hard for all artists, but 
when one enters into experimental types of art and sound, the 
audience diminishes quickly. The artist must be brave because 
there is a lot less support. As The Grocery List unfolds, we seem 
to be following the avant-garde’s lineage backwards into Billings 
history. What we leave behind matters.


In October, we hosted a variety of art education classes at Kirks’ 
Grocery which were well received. Screen-printing with Shane de 
Leon, Tape it! with Mary Serbe, Lost Toy and Game Art with Marilu 
Metherell, and Palpable Pedals with Ty Herman were all sold out, 
or nearly so. We’ll continue with classes over the winter months. 
Please look at the calendar in the back of this issue, and sign up 
sooner than later.


Our membership program is a great success. We’ve doubled our 
rolls in the past quarter. Thank you all for contributing to Kirks’ 
continued growth. We hope to pass 100 members by year’s end. 
Help us by telling your friends and family to subscribe. Mary and I 
are planning out next year’s exhibition schedule, and trying to 
strike a balance between commerce and community.


Kirk’s Grocery will be closed January 1 to February 4, 2022, when we off kick another year with our Kirks’ 
small Works exhibition featuring artwork under 12 inches. Featured Montana artists include Sara Mast, 
Stephen Glueckert, Gordon McConnell, Jon Lodge, Jane Waggoner Deschner, Jodi Lightner, Marla Goodman, 
Todd Forsgren, Martha Stahl, Emily Davidson, Shane de Leon, Suny Stone Ballou, Jackson McMurrey, 
Matthew O’Brien, Becca DeMeyer, Erika Wilson, Keeara Rhoades, Courtney Blazon, and Jason Jam.


Thanks for sticking around and all of the support. Mary and I are excited for what 2022 will bring, and what 
new ideas we can come up with to share with you all. If you can’t make it into Kirks’ in person, please visit our 
website and click away. You can purchase artwork, vinyl, t-shirts, and more at kirksgrocery.com. 


Shane de Leon & Mary Serbe
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Memberships 
Patron:  
$10 Monthly / $100 Yearly – 	   
10% off all merchandise, classes, and free 

Grocery List Quarterly (US Mail).  

Collector:  
$100 Monthly / $1000 Yearly – 
10% off all merchandise, classes, and 

artwork, free Grocery List Quarterly 
Newsletter (US Mail) 

Both levels come with option to use Kirks’ 
AV studio, silk screening, and art facilities 
(by appointment). 

https://kirksgrocery.com/memberships
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MATT TAGGART 
SD: I’ve interviewed Isaiah Demontiney and Maraud in 
prior Grocery Lists. They’ve both spoken in revered tones 
about you. As Kirks’ and The Grocery List go on, I want to 
explore the thread of experimental art and music in 
Billings. You were born here, right? How did you get into 
noise? What was your first taste of experimental music?


MT: I was born in Cody, WY but I was raised here. I hold 
on to my Wyoming roots for the sake of conversation. If 
we go all the way back to what started it… my parents 
didn’t play instruments, but they loved music. We had LPs 
all over the house. My mom listened to Deep Purple, 
Steppenwolf, and digging through their records I found 
Devo’s Freedom of Choice LP. My mom said that when I 
was still in diapers I would throw that on, and perform 
Whip It in diapers singing, “Whip it Good.” I see that as 
pinpointing where I was interested in more the non-
traditional side of performance. I went to high school with 
this guitar player named Jim Clark. He turned me onto 
Napalm Death and Morbid Angel. He had the Earache 
Records Grindcrusher Comp, and at the same time, he’s 

turning me onto Tad, Mudhoney…Nirvana, and Nine Inch Nails. We made a band called Green Dirt, which 
was a weed reference, and then changed it to LSD Mess. It was all cover songs of Terrorizer, some grindcore, 
and then we’d play Mudhoney and a lot of Nirvana. We didn’t play any shows, just in the garage, smoking 
cigarettes at 15 years old, getting high. I started getting more into bass. Bassists that interested me were 
more left-field stuff. Percy Jones in Brand X. He’s played with Brian Eno, Suzanne Vega… I remember reading 
this article and he was talking about how he pulled the frets out of his bass with a screwdriver. He wouldn’t 
play slap bass in the traditional sense. He’d smack the strings into the pickups and get this distorted 
percussive thing. He’d play prepared bass with silverware jammed in his strings to get new tonalities.


The first gigging band in Billings I played in was Lunchbox. There was Spurge, there was Quash and Jera, 
and then Lunchbox. I got into six string bass. King Crimson, early Genesis, Residents, John Zorn… My stuff 
got stranger and stranger. I wanted to get into free improv. I was into Derek Bailey. I started another band with 
a friend of mine called Mumble. That turned into Psycle. Much more complex songs, heavier, stranger, but 
even that tapped out. They wanted people to enjoy their music. I wanted to write songs where you had to 
stop and tie your shoelaces written in. In 1999, I moved to Portland. That’s when I started getting into noise 
music. Getting into what I do now. I was living out there with Thad Eckenroad. Listening to The Haters, 
Merzbow, Masonna, all the big names I could find at Everyday Music and Tower Records, but it wasn’t until I 
moved back to Billings that I started making noise music. I had an SM57, a couple of distortion pedals, a 
Zoom bass multi effects pedal, and I bought a Fostex 4-track recorder. I started making tapes of what my 
opinion, of what noise, was. I hadn’t dug too deep into the scene at that point. I was making noise music 
based off of the 4 or 5 albums I had in my collection. I put together a CDR and made 50 copies. I’d send it 
anywhere in the world for free, just cover postage. I wanted to get my name out. I saw noise as a solution to 
the problem I was having. The problem was, I was not finding people who are thinking in the same terms as I 
was musically in Billings. I wanted to play really aggressive, abstract, weird shit that’s based in free 
improvisation. That I have complete control over, and this seemed to satisfy it. The thing that turned me on 
wasn’t even sound. It was seeing a picture of Merzbow performing live. It’s just him, a mixer, and some guitar 
pedals with a piece of metal strapped with a guitar strap, and I’m like, “That speaks to me.” I didn’t have to 
worry about notes or tuning or a drummer. 
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SD: What were you using as a set up, sound generator?

MT: Shaker box. When I first started it was a piece of metal with a piezo microphone. Xome, from SF had a 
device he held in his hand. He had guitar pedals, and this box connected to a guitar chord. I liked that. It’s not 
big, it’s compact, you have the ability to play pedals and turn knobs, and I quickly jumped over to that, like an 
Altoids tin filled with something. That’s been my main instrument for twenty years in PCRV, which is a harsh 
noise project I’m most well known for. At that time, I was also playing in 1090 Club, and that was one of my 
stipulations, “I’ll play bass for you, but I open on tour.” They tired of it. They were shooting for indie rock 
stardom, and I was just wanting to tour and play weird music for people. I met Maraud at the Yellowstone 
Perk. I was doing this PCRV Quartet with Brian, Pat Epley, and Steve Brown. 


SD: When did you meet Jon Lodge? He had a project called The Primates?

MT: The first time I heard of him was when I was 15. I played a show at Electric Avenue and this bass player, 
Mark Bryant, came up, and said he played in a band called Quartex. He gave me a cassette, and said, “If you 
want to be our bassist, hit me up.” Apparently, Jon was a part of that group. But, six years ago Anna Paige 
was doing this collage poetry show with Pete Tolten and Michelle Dyk. She said, “You gotta meet Jon Lodge.” 
He said, “You’re Matt Taggart”, and I said, “You’re Jon Lodge, why have we never met.” We start talking, Karl 
Stockhausen, John Cage, free improvisation, and we’re talking the same language.


One person that really got Jon’s name in my ear the most, was Frank Fergusson. I got really into mail art. It’s 
an extension of what we do. It’s DIY Culture. I got into collage, posters, and connected with some of the more 
contemporary Fluxus guys and girls. I connected with John M. Bennett, Alison Knowles, and Bill Gaglione, 
who ran Stampland, a handstamp manufacturer out of Chicago. He was married to Anna Banana. I got to 
meet first generation Fluxus artists from the sixties. Ken Friedman, these heavy hitters. Michelle Dyk was a 
good friend with Peter Warren, and when he died his family wanted to throw away all these mail art boxes. 
Michelle gobbled it all up. We all started going through it. Finding pieces by Ray Johnson, COUM 
Transmissions, that’s pre-Throbbing Gristle. Genesis P-Orridge, Cosy Fanni Tutti. These are handwritten 
letters that are sitting in Billings, MT. He’s connected to all these weirdos. So one artist that kept coming up 
was Sirqworks. His work was millions of miles above everybody else’s. The quality of his presentation, the 
snide biting sarcastic political sides of it. What Frank Ferguson was doing, no one could touch. I’d never 
heard of him. He’s from Billings. I needed to find out who this dude is. I just find a phone book and I cold call 
him. Tommie answers. I said, “This may sound strange. My name is Matt Taggart, and I’m involved in mail art. 
I just discovered Frank Ferguson’s artwork, and I’d really love to meet him. Is this the Frank Ferguson I’m 
asking about?” She said, “Yeah, let me get him for you.” He invites me over to his house to hang out and 
show me some stuff. He answers the door, and he is just shit-faced drunk, just beyond wasted, and he’s like, 
“You look like James Taylor,” and I say, “That’s funny, because people always says my Dad looks like James 
Taylor.” So we sat around for a couple of hours, we talked, and he showed me giant posters that Genesis P-
Orridge sent him, back in the day. He had all the same stuff that Peter had, but he archived his stuff 
legitimately. He was showing me collages, video art he did in the late seventies and early eighties. Then he 
busted out The Primates tapes, and I was like, “The avant-garde has been here, I mean, I’m not this island.” 
These cats have been doing this stuff since the seventies. Frank Fergusson is painting with Sulfuric Acid on 
canvas. He got blacklisted in the art scene here in town. So he does this show at the Hart-Albin building. He 
does these giant full size collages on vellum of all the people who ousted him in the windows, and it was such 
a hit, they stuck their tails between their legs and asked him to come back. He built a giant house built of hay 
at the YAM and the Fire Department shut it down. Frank’s pushing boundaries. I spoke to him two weeks 
before his passing. I had the opportunity to say, “Hey, for what it’s worth I consider you my friend, and the art 
that you’ve created has had an impact on my life, that I don’t think any other artist has had on me, musically 
or otherwise.” The thing I like the most about the scenes we exist in is that our influences are at arm’s reach. I 
don’t think you get that in every scene. That’s the thing I liked about noise music, your contemporaries are 
also your influences. Crank Sturgeon, who is one of my biggest influences, I was his best man at his wedding. 
Music brought that. That’s pretty heavy stuff. That’s the thing, living in Billings, like when I did meet Maraud 
that was comforting. He was wearing a Residents shirt and into noise. He’s such a notch above what I’m 
doing. He’s kinda taking what I’ve been doing, and turned it on its head. Maraud’s a composer. I’m a noise 
artist, but he’s a composer.
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SD: He’s made me cry, but I’ve also had Mary on my shoulders dancing to them for like 10 minutes at Smiling 
Dog. He’s a conceptual artist and thinks about melody, Maraud is one of the best things about Billings.


MT: How I survived Billings was that I knew I wasn’t going to be relevant locally, so I made a strong choice to 
embrace a global scene. In every noise scene there’s gonna be 4 or 5 people, give or take for larger cities. 
Every community ebbs and flows. Billings, I feel is so self deprecating. There’s always been this complaint 
that there’s nothing to do. People say, “Billings needs a music scene.” There’s always been a music scene, a 
substantial one. What is doesn’t have is venues and promoters who have a sense of quality control.


SD: The journey of experimental music takes us through jazz, improv, rock and roll, and all that. I wish more 
people allowed themselves to open up to experimental music. I understand that it’s loud, but I tell people it’s 
like a horror movie, that intense soundtrack, but held out and extended. I’m showing you intense experience 
through sound. Good experimental music blurs performance and sound.


MT: For people like us, what a noise artist is doing is no 
different than Duran Duran. It’s music satisfying 
emotional needs. Whether James Brown or whoever, the 
end result is the same. People say, “That’s not 
entertainment.” But it is. I’m entertained. I’ve seen other 
people bask in the sound, and enjoy it just like someone 
listening to The Red Hot Chili Peppers. The thing about 
experimental and noise music is that the audience is 
primarily performers who understand it. It confuses non-
performers when they see a spring and a bunch of guitar 
pedals. They can’t visually connect music to that. There’s 
no mic and guitar. This guy named Alan Bloor who does 
a project called Knurl out of Toronto, he builds metal 
sculptures and bends them, bangs on them, bows them 
through distortion pedals. He was like, “Noise to me is 
the big ending at the rock concert. The huge BRRR at the 
end, and the crowd’s going AHHH.” That’s all I want all 
the time. The big ending, that’s what it’s all about. I can 
think back on the bands that I played with in Billings. 
That was my favorite part too, at the end, Brrriiing!! Just 
pull the plug out, the noisy ending, pull the guitar chord 
out at the end.


SD: That’s what everybody wants all the time anyway, but when you give it to them, they can’t handle it 
because they need reference points, choruses, hooks. I just love sound. I came to you with this interview 
because of your reputation. I love, even though it’s so minor, that there is a line to Jon Lodge, where you were 
handed a tape.


MT: I was talking to my Dad years ago, and he’s like “Why do you have to be so rebellious in your music. Why 
can’t you just play bass in a honky tonk band.” That’s what my Dad wants me to do. But I’m not being 
rebellious. This is the natural progression. This is what I want. This is my voice. This isn’t me attacking a 
system and fighting against popular music. This is me doing what my heart is passionate about. When I was 
in a band playing bass, I was nervous on stage. I’d turn my back to the audience. I didn’t want to be that 
monkey. “I’m on stage. I’m entertaining you.” I hated that concept. I hated the idea that people pay and I have 
to make them happy, or they’re not happy. Noise to me and solo experimental music to me was embracing of 
the enjoyment of the moment. If you get it, you get it, if you don’t…


SD: Keep trying…


MT: It’s not as complicated as people make it out to be, but it’s can be as complicated as you want it to be. 
When I stopped playing in bands and I started doing noise, I’m not as animated as I used to be in my twenties
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and thirties, I was lashing about, and because I had a shaker box and I had a giant cord, you’d have these 
arcs of guitar cords, flailing around, and the electricity. I was unhinged. There was this different presence and 
energy coming out of me and allowing me to be animated and engaged. I didn’t experience that in bands. 
There was this expectation that I didn’t agree with. One of the things I got onto early on is Hakim Bey, The 
Temporary Autonomous Zone…


SD: Changed my life.


MT: His book Immediatism changed my life. This idea that factors and expectations alter what art is. There is 
this pure form of this unaltered art, and I love in the book how he mentions that a dinner party is the best 
example of Immediatism, because you come together. You make this meal. You all enjoy it. There is no 
commodification. There is nothing to show for it, except the memories that you had from it and everyone 
leaves, and it just goes back. That kind of concept can exist within commodified art. You can play in working 
bands and make money. Make a living and navigate those expectations, and still take the time to disconnect 
and enjoy. Like when you’re driving and waiting for your turn, and the clicker is clicking, and you start playing 
on the steering wheel. That to me is Immediatism. I stopped thinking of myself as an experimentalist, and as 
an improvisor, and started thinking of myself as an Immediatist. That’s how my things are. I set up a system 
with my electronics, and I go in as a listener. I’m still listening, maybe not in the sense of like, Deep Listening. 
Not so much now as I get older in my craft, but In the beginning of making noise, it always seemed very 
important to constantly change everything. I’d do a set with this group of pedals, and then next time I 
performed, I had to redo it and make it a different identity, a different sound. Everything had to keep changing, 
and I remember talking to Xome. He said he hadn’t changed his pedal set up in years. Why can’t a pedal 
setup be like, you can write 100 songs with one guitar, why can’t an electronic set up? Modular synths, which 
is what I do now. I have one set up. What can I do, to do this different each time, because it’s truly more 
about your voice versus your gear. I’m still gear dependent but I can actualize my ideas better.


KIRKS’ HAS CLASSES & MORE 
Kirks' is always looking to the community to see what comes next. 
In October, we started Teens Make Art at Kirks. Every Wednesday 
at 3 pm, teens can come by to make art, play instruments, and be 
part of Kirks’ Grocery. We're closed that day. It’s all theirs. Free.

We also have Open Draw on Thursdays from 6-8 pm. Come and 
draw what you like with other artists and friends. All ages, all art 
media and styles. Pay what you can. 


We also have started classes taught by artists and musicians with 
amazing things to share. Every month, Shane De Leon is teaching 
a 2 day screen printing class. We've also had Tape It! with Mary 
Serbe, Lost Toy and Game Art with Marilu Metherell, Palpable 
Pedals with Ty Herman, and more. We have classes for children, all 
ages, and adults. Starting in December, Ty Herman will be offering 
private guitar lessons or Ty Time, get at us to schedule yours.


For prices and details, check our classes on Facebook and at 
kirksgrocery@gmail.com under Events. Full calendar in this issue.  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Epitome J - A small collection of Haiku

4.11.2020

I.
Lavender mistress
My silver outweighs sugar
My wings can break arms

Eye to eye to eye
Excuses misunderstood
No room to complain

Thoughts recurring
Retrace steps back to the start
Fuck that stupid shit
________________________

II.
(Haiku lacking context)

Agreed with salmon
I would not say apricot
Chubby Gerber face

TIny plastic stars
Smother the fucking ceiling
Sometimes life just does

Waterslides away
Your drug is a heartbreaker
Drowning in the flood

Goes down like water
The repetitious cycles
Time to smoke a bowl
_________________

III.
home for the first time
help yourself to the stars, love
meant to belong here

our lives in trash bags
unburied for the first time
in a long time, love

covered in your dirt
compost turned into flowers
killed by your fire

what they call “dream life”
crucify me in your name
claim my stake to cleanse
____________

(Date unknown)

Waves not of water
FIll the air with broken tides
Crashing on my skin

Pain not physical
Clouds of smoke rain down anvils
Inevitably

Songs but not of sound
I hear them heavier now
I don’t get why it’s like this

______________________

Snowy night light fog
Naked trees are left let be
What remains is you

You know, it’s your life
Advisions vers’ envisions
What path will you take

Could not sleep before
I’d say that I’m awake now
But something’s missing

Vivid, vivid eyes
Yet, seems my mind is all gone
Circles continue

It’s better this way
I’d say sovereign dream state
What does freedom cost

Maybe it’s my turn
Break eggs to make an omelette
Break laws to revolve
___________________

10.22.2018

Moonlit horizons
Surround your iris full, love
See me there, will you

Their calls, so sacred
Those we cannot speak of
Nor could understand

There, on the hilltop
Your hair flows with the plains, love
Take me in, will you

Forget, forget not
I live to remember you
Though their echoes call

Oceans under me
The sky you float above, love
Have it all, will you

Sacred winds whisper
Blinded by worst fears with wings
Secretly afraid

Do you feel it still
Connections transcending, love
My worst fear is you

___________________

-Epitome J
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LIVE MUSIC WITH SHANE DE LEON 

MS: Shane, over the last year or two, there was a period when you could not host live bands at Kirks’ and did 
not see any live music.  One night, earlier this year, you played with Hey, ILY and The Budgets at The Salon. 
How did you feel that night?  What did it mean to you? 

SDL: It was nerve-racking because Covid still is a reality, but to be back on stage rocking out with Ty Herman 
to a crowd of 100 people, who were clapping along to our new songs and dancing, was a deep comfort. It was 
my favorite type of show; dark, DIY, underground, and well attended. The people are there to see music and be 
engulfed in it, not to knock back a couple beers and talk over the band. It’s hard to talk over The Budgets. I 
was really happy so many youth were out there taking in live music. Moshing. There’s not a lot of spots for the 
louder crazier bands. Spiked Mind’s been hosting gigs with Rookie Card across the tracks at the 2905, that 
may be an upcoming spot. The Salon’s on hiatus, Kirks’ is doing a few bands a month. Sean Lynch is booking 
more local bands again. We both think there are great bands in town. Thirsty Street and Craft Local are 
occasionally hosting metal. That opens up more possibilities for stranger bands. 

MS: In 2021, Miss Massive Snowflake released Your Favorite Band, which was written up in the major Italian 
music magazines with great reviews. You couldn’t tour Italy because of the pandemic. What impact did that 
have on you as a musician?   

SDL: Yeah, the funny thing is that Covid affected everyone. In May 2020, I’d booked the tightest, best Pacific 
NW Tour I’d ever booked for Miss Massive Snowflake, twenty shows in twenty days with 10 days of recording 
sandwiched in between. The band was to be Jeanne Kennedy, Keith Martinez, Ty Herman and myself. But 
lyrically Your Favorite Band couldn’t have happened without Covid. I sing about fans missing bands, and the 
bands missing fans. The album was recorded by each of the players in their home studio, and then Andy 
Brown assembled all the pieces in Portland, OR. The album received a dozen reviews in major Italian press, 
as well as, airplay on RAI 3, Italian national radio. It would have been a great opportunity to tour, but there is 
always another album to make and another tour to plan. MMS is touring in MT, WY, and CO this December. 
Looks like we are back in it. Jeanne and Keith moved to Portland, so Ty and I are currently playing with Riley 
Kriskovich on drums, no bass. 

MS: Do you think the hiatus from touring and performing impacted the Billings scene?   

SDL: It loosened me up. We just started jamming on the street here on Minnesota Avenue. Bring the PA 
outside and turn it up. That only happened because Kirks’ Grocery wasn’t doing inside gigs. It seemed safe 
enough, and it allowed for a core group of Kirks’ regular musicians to come in and out of a jam, long form, 
spacious. Covid created the South Beach All Stars. I cut back to only one band an evening and raised the 
price. We were always donation-based before, but it’s $10 now with 30 spots for people. We’ve always paid the 
bands at Kirks’ and I want to support them even more. I feel people may value art and artists more now.  

MS: What are your current plans for Kirks’ as a venue? 

SDL: Kirks’ continues to twist and morph in all sorts of ways. I believe, to survive, that I have to keep changing 
with what the world throws at us, as well as the people who just show up at Kirks’. Concerts, guitar and pedal 
lessons, art classes, screen printing, visual art from young children to established professionals, Inter-
generational, all-ages, collaboration and community. Stoked for live music coming up, LUER (Matt Taggart, 
02/18/22) and Panther Car (Bozeman, 02/25/22) in February at Kirks’ Grocery. Lung (drum/cello duo, Ohio) are 
booked in April, and that’s going to be an awesome gig. Music and art are my favorite things, besides you, and 
you’re an artist so that’s’ even cooler. I’m less stressed and Mary and I rely on our awesome crew of my 
parents, Maraud, Lee, Jackson, Suny, Michael, and Brenden. We’re on a good trajectory and in good hands. 
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KIRKS’ CALENDAR 
Exhibitions 
December 3 – 24 Innately Unseen: Sean Chandler & Mary Serbe 
February 4 -  March 19 Kirks’ small Works

April 1- May 21 Stephen Glueckert 

Live Music 
December

11 Willy G & The Smack (7 pm)

February

18 Luer (Live Music) (7 pm)

25 Panther Car (Live Music) (7 pm)


Classes & Events 
December 
01  Teens Make Art (3 pm)

02  Open Draw (6pm)

03  Innately Unseen: Sean Chandler & Mary Serbe Opening (5 pm)

06 & 07 Screen Printing Class with Shane De Leon (2 days) (6:30 pm)

08 Teens Make Art (3 pm) 

08 Sculpting Animals Class with Renee Audette (Day 1) (6:30 pm)

09 Open Draw (6pm) 

15 Teens Make Art (3 pm)

15 Sculpting Animals Class with Renee Audette (Day 2) (6:30 pm)

16 Open Draw (6pm)

23 Open Draw (6pm)

30 Open Draw (6pm)

31 Innately Unseen: Sean Chandler & Mary Serbe Closes


January 
1-31 Kirks’ Closed


February

01-03 Kirks’ Closed

04 Kirks Reopens! 
04 Kirks’ small Works Opening (5 pm)

07 & 08 Screen Printing Class with Shane De Leon (2 days)

09 Teens Make Art (3 pm)

10 Open Draw (6pm)

11 Kitchen Party with Ashley Woodward of Rose Hollow Catering (6 pm)

16 Teens Make Art (3 pm)

16 Palpable Pedals Class with Ty Herman (7 pm)

17 Open Draw (6 pm) 

23 Teens Make Art (3 pm)

24 Open Draw (6pm)
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KIRKS’ SMALL WORKS 
FEBRUARY 4 - 
MARCH 19, 2022 

Kirks’ loves to keep it small. Is it 
tight knit, intimate, and close? Is it 
about physical space or the 
shrinking real estate within our 
crowded psyches?


This group exhibition will feature 
work under 12”.  Artists include 
Suny Stone Ballou, Courtney 
Blazon, Becca DeMeyer, Emily 
Davidson, Jane Waggoner 
Deschner, Todd Forsgren, Marla 
Goodman, Jason Jam, Jodi 
Lightner, Jon Lodge, Sara 
Mast, Gordon McConnell, Jackson 
McMurrey, Matthew O'Brien, Keeara 
Rhoades, Martha Stahl, Erika 
Wilson, Stephen Glueckert, and 
more.


Stephen Glueckert will also be 
exhibiting new drawings April 1- 
May 21, 2022. The series contrasts 
The Venus of Willendorf with pop 
culture icons like The Michelin Man, 
Minions, and Mothra. 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Stephen Glueckert, Miss Willendorf (detail), mixed media, 2021
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SEAN CHANDLER / MARY SERBE / MATT TAGGART 

EPITOME J / SHANE DE LEON / STEPHEN GLUECKERT 
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